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Introduction

The recent financial crisis shed light on the details of investment devices which, until the crisis, were little

understood by the public and sometimes even less understood by investors. One of these was mortgage—

backed securities, also known as MBS (or RMBS, for residential mortgage backed securities). Previously

a term little used outside of Wall Street, the term is now synonymous with risky investments.

But it was not always that way. Before the crisis, MBS were considered a solid investment due to the fact

that they were backed by some of the best collateral available: American real estate. According to the

prevailing thinking, even if a record financial crisis resulted in waves of mortgage2 defaults, the

mortgages could be foreclosed upon and losses avoided. After all, the price of real estate was continuing

to rise every year.

Unfortunately, the prevailing thinking on MBS did not take into account widespread problems with the

process for transferring ownership of mortgages that occurred in the securitization process (which is

explained below) and the resulting problems in establishing chain of title to mortgage accounts. In the

end, these problems have resulted in a new crisis over who (if anyone) has the right to foreclose on the

underlying mortgages (resulting in halting and dismissal of foreclosure cases), who owns the mortgages

(resulting in securities litigation between issuers and investors in MBS, as well as tax and trust law

issues), and who can prove that the mortgages are in default (resulting in legislation).

This paper will summarize the securitization process and highlight the flaws that led to the current crisis.

It will then discuss the primary problems that have resulted from these flaws, namely, dismissal or halting

of foreclosure cases due to lack of standing, securities litigation between issuers and investors in MBS,

potential tax and trust law violations, and legislation. Last, this paper will discuss a new means of

establishing account level chain of title for mortgages that can prevent a recurrence of these problems,

and perhaps create a new standard for documenting assignment, and authenticating ownership and default

status, of mortgage accounts.
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The Securitization Process: How the Problem Got Started

The problems described above have their roots in the securitization process. Historically, securitization

works as follows:

A financial institution (the “sponsor”) owns a pool of mortgage loans, which it either made itself

(“originated”) or bought. …it sells them to a shell entity, a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”) that

is typically structured as a trust. The trust raises the funds to pay for the loans by issuing

securities, which are much like bonds whose payment is secured by the loans in the trust. …

Frequently, the sale of the loans from the sponsor to the SPV involves an intermediate sale from

the sponsor to a wholly owned subsidiary (the “depositor”) in order to segregate the assets from

the sponsor’s other assets and liabilities….The depositor then resells the loans to the SPV in

exchange for the RMBS, which the depositor sells to an underwriting affiliate of the sponsor.

The underwriting affiliate pays for the RMBS by reselling them to investors. These steps all take

place in an integrated transaction.

See Gelpern and Levitin, “Rewriting Frankenstein Contracts: Workout Prohibitions in Residential

Mortgage—Backed Securities,” 82 Southern California Law Review 1075, 1081—83 (2009).

In a one—off private mortgage transaction, an assignment would generally be documented and recorded

with the appropriate statutory authority (such as a recorder of deeds). Because the complex securitization

transactions described above involved assignment of thousands of mortgages, however, the assignments

were often only recorded by a change in electronic records maintained by the Mortgage Electronic

Recording System, Inc. (“MERS”), a private organization that simply maintained an electronic record of

assignments and was named as “nominee” of the mortgagee to facilitate future assignments or actions. If

any actual assignment documents were signed, they were often “signed in blank” (i.e., leaving out the

assignee’s name), usually provided little (if any) identification of the individual accounts that were

assigned and rarely, if ever, recorded with any statutory authority for the recording of interests in

property.

In fact, due to the speed and volume of the securitization process, MERS was set up for the purpose of

avoiding the legally required step of documenting assignments in writing and recording transfers with the

applicable recorder of deeds. As one court recently noted (in ruling that the MERS process was fatally

flawed):

MERS and its partners made the decision to create and operate under a business model that was

designed in large part to avoid the requirements of the traditional mortgage recording process.

This court does not accept the argument that because MERS may be involved with 50% of all

residential mortgages in the country, that is reason enough to for this court to turn a blind eye to

the fact that this process does not comply with the law.

In re Agard, Case No. 810-77338-reg, p. 4 (United States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of

New York, February 10, 2011) (emphasis added). This observation was echoed in a recent US Banker

article:
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MERS was created in 1996 to help lenders avoid racking up fees at the county recorder's office

every time a mortgage changed hands, which, during the securitization boom, occurred quite

frequently.

Sara Lepro, “With MERS under Fire, a Rival Registry Says It Can Do Better” US Banker (November

2010).

The SPVs generally assigned the task of servicing the loans to a servicing agency which was responsible

for collecting and recording payment on the mortgages and determining default. Although the note and

mortgages should have been transferred to and retained by the SPVs as trustee, many times the SPVs

advised the servicers to retain them for use in possible foreclosure actions. Accordingly, the beneficial

owners of the mortgages themselves (the SPVs) often had no business records of how the mortgages were

performing, and had essentially “de—linked” the notes from the mortgages. See Agard, p. 23.

Recent court decisions, described below, have ruled that the SPVs lack the power to foreclose on the

mortgages because the transfer of the underlying mortgages to the trust was never legally recorded or

even adequately documented: In a word, they lack standing to foreclose because they may not even own

the mortgages.

This lack of standing arises from a fundamental failure to document the transfer of these mortgages from

the issuers into the SPV trust in which they were supposed to be transferred. As a result, when the SPV

sues to foreclose on a mortgage, if the debtor demands proof that the SPV owns the mortgage (and

therefore has standing to sue), the SPV often has no documentary proof that it is the owner. SPVs that

have turned to their servicers for copies of notes and mortgages have sometimes even discovered that

these documents were lost, destroyed or that the servicers had gone out of business. See Randall Wray,

Time to Audit the REMIC Trusts (available at www.benzinga.com) (December 23, 2010). The best that

the current owner can typically present to support its ownership is a conclusory affidavit, often “robo—

signed” by a lower level employee with no actual knowledge of the alleged transfer, and supported by an

unexecuted electronic record of transfer (typically a Mortgage Electronic Registrations, Inc., or MERS,

printout) as evidence.

The most recent high profile case in this regard is US Bank National Association v. Ibanez, No. 10-005-

11 (Ma. Sup. Ct. 2011). In the Ibanez case, the Massachusetts Supreme Court heard an appeal from a trial

court decision that invalidated U.S. Bank’s foreclosure, as trustee of a SPV, of property owned by

Antonio Ibanez. The originator of the Ibanez mortgage, Rose Mortgage, Inc., had assigned the mortgage

to Option One Mortgage, which in turn assigned it through a series of other holders until it became pooled

into a trust and converted into mortgage-backed securities as part of a securitization. The Ibanez case was

a consolidated appeal with Wells Fargo v. LaRace, which involved the attempt of Wells Fargo, as trustee

of a separate SPV, to claim clear title to foreclosed property of Mark and Tammy LaRace.

When Ibanez defaulted on the mortgage, U.S. Bank foreclosed on the property. U.S. Bank filed a “quiet

title” action in a Massachusetts court, however, seeking a ruling that the notice of sale had been made in

the proper publication and that assignment of the mortgage to U.S. Bank after the foreclosure sale was

sufficient (presumably to streamline future foreclosure cases). Wells Fargo took essentially the same

action with respect to the LaRace foreclosure.
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The trial court, however, ruled against U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo on the basis that they did not own the

mortgages when the foreclosure sale took place. On U.S. Bank’s and Wells Fargo’s request, the court

agreed to allow them to produce documents to show that the assignment of the mortgages to them had

occurred before the notice of foreclosure was sent. The documents produced by the banks as evidence of

ownership consisted of “hundreds of pages of documents” many of which “related to the creation of the

securitized mortgage pools in which the Ibanez and LaRace mortgages were purportedly included.” (See

Ibanez). The documents did not include a signed assignment to U.S. Bank, Wells Fargo or the respective

SPVs, or other documentation that the Ibanez or LaRace mortgages had been assigned to them, and the

judge retroactively invalidated the foreclosures.

The banks appealed to the Massachusetts Supreme Court. On January 7, 2011, that court upheld the trial

court and invalidated the foreclosures. In a stinging opinion that cited problems with lack of

documentation, authentication and chain of title in the securitization process, the court stated:

Here, the plaintiffs were not the original mortgagees to whom the power of sale was granted;

rather, they claimed the authority to foreclose as the eventual assignees of the original

mortgagees. Under [Massachusetts law]…, the plaintiffs had the authority to exercise the power

of sale contained in the Ibanez and LaRace mortgages only if they were the assignees of the

mortgages at the time of the notice of sale and the subsequent foreclosure sale….

The plaintiffs claim that the securitization documents they submitted establish valid assignments

that made them the holders of the Ibanez and LaRace mortgages before the notice of sale and the

foreclosure sale. …

But the court found these documents lacking. With regard to U.S. Bank, the court stated:

U.S. Bank argues that it was assigned the mortgage under the trust agreement described in the

[Private Placement Memorandum for the MBS, or PPM], but it did not submit a copy of this trust

agreement to the judge. … Even if there were an executed trust agreement with language of

present assignment, U.S. Bank did not produce the schedule of loans and mortgages that was an

exhibit to that agreement, so it failed to show that the Ibanez mortgage was among the mortgages

to be assigned by that agreement….U.S. Bank failed to furnish any evidence that the entity

assigning the mortgage — Structured Asset Securities Corporation — ever held the mortgage to

be assigned. The last assignment of the mortgage on record was from Rose Mortgage to Option

One; nothing was submitted to the judge indicating that Option One ever assigned the mortgage

to anyone before the foreclosure sale.

Similarly, with the LaRace mortgage, the court ruled that:

Wells Fargo claims that … it was assigned the LaRace mortgage under the [loan servicing

agreement, known as a PSA]. …. But the mortgage loan schedule Wells Fargo submitted [with

the PSA] failed to identify with adequate specificity the LaRace mortgage as one of the

mortgages assigned in the PSA. …. As with the Ibanez loan, the record holder of the LaRace loan

was Option One, and nothing was submitted to the judge which demonstrated that the LaRace

loan was ever assigned by Option One to another entity before the publication of the notice and

the sale.
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The court identified the crucial (and missing) key to proof of ownership in most of these foreclosure

cases: An account level chain of title:

A foreclosing entity may provide complete chain of assignments linking it to the record holder of

the mortgage, or a single assignment from the record holder of the mortgage.

(Emphasis added). As noted above, this decision is very similar to the conclusions reached in a string of

cases refusing to grant judgment to debt buyers based on confusion over ownership. The New York

courts in MBNA Am. Bank v. Nelson, 15 Misc. 3rd 1148, 841 N.Y.S. 2d 846 (N.Y. 2007), for example,

stated that the problem of establishing ownership deals squarely with the core issue of standing, i.e., the

ability to even bring the case into court:

It is imperative that an assignee establish its standing before a court, since "lack of standing
renders the litigation a nullity." It is the "assignee's burden to prove the assignment" and "an
assignee must tender proof of assignment of a particular account or, if there were an oral
assignment, evidence of consideration paid and delivery of the assignment." Such assignment
must clearly establish that Respondent's account was included in the assignment. A general
assignment of accounts will not satisfy this standard and the full chain of valid assignments must
be provided, beginning with the assignor where the debt originated and concluding with the
Petitioner. . . .

Id. The Nelson court is only one of many to rule that assignees lack standing to proceed with suits or

claims against debtors, where the assignee is unable to prove a chain of title to the account. See Unifund

CCR Partners v. Cavender, 14 Fla. L. Weekly Supp. 975b (Orange County, July 20, 2007); MBNA Am.

Bank v. Nelson, 15 Misc. 3rd 1148, 841 N.Y.S. 2d 846 (N.Y. 2007); In re Leverett, 378 B.R. 793, 800

(Bkrcy. E.D.Tex. 2007); Unifund v. Ayhan, 2008 Wash. App. LEXIS 1922 (August 5, 2008); Nyankojo

v. North Star Capital Acquisition, 679 S.E.2d 57, 298 Ga. App. 6 (2009); Wirth v. Cach, LLC, 685 S.E.2d

433, 300 Ga. App. 488 (2009).

This problem has come to the forefront because organizers of MBS (like debt issuers, debt buyers and the

ARM industry) face a set of “perfect storm” circumstances. High debt volume, high default and a long

economic downturn have resulted in heightened legal scrutiny of the deficiencies that exist in proving

account level ownership. This has led to enormous hurdles in proving the fundamental basis of a lawsuit:

standing. As the concurring opinion in Ibanez noted:

[W]hat is surprising about these cases is not the statement of principles articulated by the court

regarding title law and the law of foreclosure in Massachusetts, but rather the utter carelessness

with which the plaintiff banks documented the titles to their assets.…

The type of sophisticated transactions leading up to the accumulation of the notes and mortgages

in question in these cases and their securitization, and, ultimately the sale of mortgaged-backed

securities, are not barred nor even burdened by the requirements of Massachusetts law. The

plaintiff banks, who brought these cases to clear the titles that they acquired at their own

foreclosure sales, have simply failed to prove that the underlying assignments of the mortgages

that they allege (and would have) entitled them to foreclose ever existed in any legally cognizable

form before they exercised the power of sale that accompanies those assignments….
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The concurring opinion noted that these flaws in the securitization process may put the title of the buyers

of foreclosed properties into question:

What is more complicated…is the effect of the conduct of banks such as the plaintiffs here, on a

bona fide third-party purchaser who may have relied on the foreclosure title of the bank and the

confirmative assignment and affidavit of foreclosure recorded by the bank subsequent to that

foreclosure but prior to the purchase by the third party….

The Agard court shed additional light on a fatal flaw to standing that stems from the MERS process itself,

namely, separation of the note from the mortgage which secures it:

While it is generally true that a mortgage travels a parallel path with [the mortgage], the parties in

this case have adopted a process which by its very terms alters this practice where mortgages are

held by MERS as “mortgagee of record.” By MERS’s own account, the Note in this case

transferred among its members, while the Mortgage remained in MERS’s name. MERS admits

that the very foundation of its business model as described herein requires that the Note and

Mortgage travel on different paths.

Agard at p. 23. The Agard court then cited to case law which supports the proposition that separating

ownership of the note from the mortgage nullifies the mortgage. Agard, at p. 23 n.5. After noting that

MERS purports to hold the mortgage (and have the right to file foreclosure suits) as “mortgagee of

record” while at the same time transferring the note as a “nominee” of the mortgagee, the court stated

“MERS’s position that it can be both the mortgagee and an agent of the mortgagee is absurd, at best.”

Agard at p. 35.

One commentator estimated the size of the damage from this decoupling of note and mortgage as follows:

Some estimate that as many as $6.4 trillion worth of home mortgages (33 million of them) are

frauds, with destroyed or doctored documents. …. MERS contaminated 65 million mortgages—

decoupling the mortgages from the notes and destroying the chain of title.

See Randall Wray, “Time to Audit the REMIC Trusts” (available at www.benzinga.com) (December 23,

2010). Given that the process of securitization for the Ibanez and LaRace mortgages represents the

manner in which nearly all MBS are created, and Agard has called the very legality of the MERS

assignment process into question, Ibanez and Agard create serious legal questions about the validity of

foreclosures by MBS trustees. These cases may only be the first of many with similar results.

Securities Litigation

The consequences of Ibanez and similar cases do not end with failed foreclosures. If, as Ibanez noted, the

assignments of mortgages into the SPV trusts were ineffective, then (1) are the “mortgage-backed”

securities really “backed” by anything, and (2) are the issuers of the MBS subject to securities litigation

because the Private Placement Memorandum, or PPM, statements concerning ownership of the securities

were not true?

Securities cases are pending against MBS issuers, and others have been threatened. Several of the Federal

Home Loan Banks have filed suit against MBS issuers on the basis of securities fraud or negligence,

some including so—called “put—back” (i.e., repurchase of securities) counts against them. Wells Fargo
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(as trustee of a MBS) has sued EMC Mortgage (owned by JPMorgan Chase & Co.) in Delaware

Chancery Court to turn over information concerning the quality of loans it assigned into the trust. See

Bear Stearns Mortgage Funding Trust 2007 –AR2 v. EMC Mortgage Corp (No. CA6132, De. Chancery

Ct. 2010). Similarly, Deutsche Bank has sued JP Morgan Chase and others seeking information on

Washington Mutual mortgage loan files. See Deutsche Bank National Trust Co. v. FDIC, et al, Case no.

1:09-CV-1565-RMC (United States District Court for the District of Columbia, 2009).

Tax Exposure, Trust Violations and Breach of PSA Warranties

The finger pointing, however, will not likely end with securities law claims. Claims for tax liability,

violation of trust law and breach of PSA warranties may also follow.

The tax liability may arise from the fact that IRS rules on REMICs (Real Estate Mortgage Investment

Conduits) require that pooled mortgages be held by the SPV as trustee. As noted in Agard and other

decisions, however, MERS, not the SPV, represented itself as the mortgagee of record. One economist

noted that:

[I]f MERS was the mortgagee of record, how could [the mortgages] be in the REMIC trust? The

IRS code is very strict—the paperwork must be conveyed to the REMIC. There must be a clear

paper chain of title through the securitization and sales. Without the paperwork, the

securitizations may not be legal, and could subject investors to back taxes and penalties.

Randall Wray, “Time to Shut Down MERS” (http://www.creditwritedowns.com/2010/11/time-to-shut-

down-mers.html ) (November 22, 2010).

Claims for breach of fiduciary duty and other violations of trust law may also follow from these facts. As

trustee of the MBS, the SPVs had a duty to protect the trusts’ assets (the mortgages) and hold them for the

benefit of the beneficiaries. If the underlying mortgages are now invalid, or simply were not transferred

into the trusts, then these duties may have been violated. Similarly, the failure to ensure that mortgages

were transferred into the trust may also violate representation and warranties in the terms of the PSAs.

Legislation and Court Action

The response by judges and lawmakers has been to increase the burden of verification significantly for

entities seeking to foreclose. House Bill 1506, pending in the Virginia legislature, would effectively

eliminate use of MERS as means of transferring mortgages by requiring every mortgage transfer to be

recorded with the local register of deeds. In New Jersey, the Superior Chancery Court issued an order

requiring the six largest mortgage servicers (Ally Bank, Bank of America, Citibank, JPMorgan Chase,

Wells Fargo and OneWest) to show cause why they should continue foreclosure proceedings absent a

showing of validity in their processes. In Re Residential Mortgage Foreclosure Pleadings & Document

Irregularities, F-059553-10 (Dec 20, 2010) (http://www.judiciary.state.nj.us/notices/2010/n101220c.pdf).

The court went on to threaten the suspension of foreclosure actions, and appointment of a special master

servicer to oversee them, if the banks could not establish the validity of their processes. The New York

bankruptcy court, with one of the biggest insolvency dockets in the nation, has ruled that “in all future

cases which involve MERS, the moving party must show that it validly holds both the mortgage and the

note in order to prove standing before this Court.”See Agard pp. 36—37.

http://www.judiciary.state.nj.us/notices/2010/n101220c.pdf
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With the pressure on from courts and legislators to verify ownership, issuers of MBS are forced to seek

ways to establish ownership—literally, an account level chain of title—to the mortgages that they have

acquired. Based on Agard, Ibanez and other cases, the current MERS solution does not provide sufficient

proof to establish ownership and therefore standing. Now, however, a solution has emerged.

The Need for a Solution—Account Level Chain of Title Verification for Mortgages

For originators, aggregators, depositors, trustees, SPV’s, investors, servicers and assignees (each a

“Participant”), the problem comes down to proving the origin and subsequent transfers of account level

ownership of mortgages and production of the accompanying note. Despite the current problems in the

real estate mortgage industry (which occurred due to serious deficiencies in process and lapses in

oversight of the entire mortgage origination, securitization, and subsequent servicing and sale of

mortgages), the solution created decades ago by the real estate industry to resolve problems with real

estate title creates a useful roadmap for solving mortgage chain of title issues today.

Prior to the advent of the real estate title insurance industry in the mid—nineteenth century, title to real

estate was often very difficult to determine. The buyer had to either make its own search of the relevant

legal and governmental records, which were often incomplete or incorrect and certainly not centralized, or

pay an attorney to do it for the buyer. If the buyer or attorney made an error, the buyer’s rights in the

property were at stake and he often had to go to court to settle rights in title.

To address this shortcoming in real estate title, the first title company was formed in 1876. The advent of

a real estate title industry led to centralized recordkeeping in the form of title plants, a standardized format

for verifying chain of title (the title report) and ultimately greater reliability for buyers. It also created a

business record, in the form of the title report, which the buyer could use to document ownership in the

unfortunate event that recourse to the courts had to be taken. Today, virtually no one would purchase a

home without first examining a title report.

Currently, with mortgage securitization and transfer, the legacy assignment/title title tracking system

(MERS) has been shown to have significant flaws, and the only recourse to establish ownership is often

the courts. The solution for establishing chain of title to assigned mortgages should follow what was once

a familiar pattern: centralized recordkeeping for transactional documentation as well as registering the

sale and purchase, a standardized format for verifying chain of title and generation of a business record

which the buyer can use to document account level ownership. In an interesting twist of fate, GDR’s

solution can be deployed to benefit the same industry which spawned the chain of title process, by

supplying a centralized solution for tracking ownership, managing servicing rights, validating placed or

traded data, and acting as a repository for all portfolio and account level documentation.

The Solution--Account Chain of Title Verification

Such a solution exists in the account level chain of title verification services of Global Debt Registry

(“GDR”). From registration to sale, this process creates a portfolio wide and account—specific

centralized chain of title that can be used by mortgagees to legally establish ownership and validity of

account level data in a foreclosure suit. Each step, and each report generated as an output of the process,

is electronically stored on GDR’s secure computer systems and is managed and generated in a manner

calculated to meet the federal rules of evidence business hearsay rule for electronic business records.
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Initial Registration

The chain of title process begins when an issuer/originator registers a portfolio of mortgages or debt with

GDR by depositing electronic records for each mortgage account into a secure database maintained by

GDR. This recording of the title origination is performed by the issuer or originator on or around the time

of origination, charge off for an internally placed file, or when a portfolio is prepped for sale by the

originator to another Participant. GDR is provided and maintains a copy of all account county level

recordings associated with each transaction. In addition, GDR can provide recording services as part of

its turnkey solution.

GDR then generates an Initial Registration Report that records key account level data attributes utilized

for validating traded data in subsequent transactions or requests for current owner validations. GDR

assigns a unique Portfolio Certification Number (“PCN”) to each registered portfolio, (similar to a

CUSIP, which would be tracked as part of GDR’s MBS Solution) and assigns a unique Registered

Account identifier (“Registry ID”) to each account, similar to a MIN which can also be tracked, which is

associated with the account for the remainder of time it is in GDR’s systems.

Data Verification

When a Participant that has registered (or purchased) mortgage debt with GDR wishes to sell all or part of

a portfolio, it provides GDR a data file of the current key data elements (for example, Originating Issuer,

Original Account Number, Account Holder’s Name, Account Holder’s Social Security Number, Balance

Breakout, Loan Date, Charge-Off Date, Last Paid Date, etc.) for this set of mortgage accounts. GDR then

assigns a new PCN to the accounts selected for sale, performs a comparison of the seller’s data file to the

originally registered account data set and provides an exception report to the seller noting any differences

between the two data sets. If necessary, the seller then resubmits a corrected data file to GDR. This

process continues until all exceptions are cleared by GDR, and the portfolio is then cleared for sale or

placement.

Although a PCN may change, the Registry ID for each account does not change, allowing tracking of a

complete mortgage account transfer history. As noted below, one of the records created by the process is

an account—level Chain of Title Report which shows the history of the account, referencing each

previous PCN and transfer, from registration to the current sale or placement.

Transfer of Ownership

When a sale or other transfer of ownership of selected accounts occurs, GDR follows a set of procedures

to ensure valid recording of the transfer at the county level. GDR authenticates the identity of each

Participant involved in the sale or transfer and requires them to attest to their authority to transfer (or

purchase) the mortgage accounts, and to acknowledge the transfer of ownership by electronically signing

the Transfer of Ownership Registration Report (this process is performed in compliance with the E-SIGN

Act to create a binding digital signature). GDR then records the transfer of ownership within its system

for each mortgage account transferred. Each total or partial transfer of a portfolio, and all accounts in it,

is therefore recorded in GDR’s electronic records. Account History

GDR maintains an Account History Report (“AHR”) for each Registered Mortgage Account which

includes the Registered Mortgage Account data provided by the originator or issuer and subsequent
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owner(s) as sellers. The Account History Report includes a Chain of Ownership Summary beginning

with the Initial Registration and details each successive Transfer of Ownership for the Registered Account

Mortgage. The electronic business records required for the recording of a Transfer of Ownership of a

Selected Portfolio and the titling of mortgage accounts includes both portfolio level business records and

account level business records provided to and managed by GDR.

Output of the Process: A Virtual chain of Title for Mortgage Assignments

The output of this process is a set of business records, issued in a standardized format, which current

owners can use to prove standing, pool and account level chain of title as well as data integrity. At the

initial registration stage, GDR and the originator or issuer execute an Initial Registration Report (“IRR”)

which records and represents the initial registration of a portfolio. Validation data is recorded

electronically by GDR to establish baseline data integrity. With each transfer of ownership, GDR

electronically generates a Transfer of Ownership Registration Report (“TOR”) which is a record of the

transfer of ownership of mortgage accounts in a portfolio.

As noted above, the Account History Report that GDR generates for each registered mortgage account

includes a Chain of Ownership Summary. Because each mortgage account maintains its unique Registry

ID, the Chain of Ownership Summary shows the entire history of that mortgage account following the

originator’s initial registration.

Taken together, the IRR, TOR and AHR literally furnish an account level chain of title for mortgage

accounts which amount to a virtual title report prepared in a manner intended to be legally admissible in

court. From initial registration by the originator or issuer, through all interim transfers to the SPV, all

transactions are clearly reflected in a manner that trustees, servicers, and current owners can use to prove

standing and ownership as well as establish validity of the placed or traded data and improve perfection of

ownership in the mortgage account.

But Is It Admissible and Persuasive? Use of Account Chain of Title Verification in a Court of Law

This process, and the documents generated by it, are useful for investors performing due diligence. They

are also, however, useful for another very important purpose: proving chain of title at the mortgage

account level in court.

In the cases in which the GDR process was placed under scrutiny to date, an Ohio court and a Delaware

court have permitted the testimony and introduction of evidence (GDR’s, IRR, TOR, and AHR)

concerning the GDR process. These courts have ruled that it established chain of title for the debt owner,

who was pursuing a collection case against the debtor.

The Ohio case is Symmetric Acquisitions, LLC v. Troyer, No. 09 CVF 7891 (Canton Municipal Court,

Stark County, OH) (February 2, 2010), in which President and CIO of GDR, Bruce Gilmore, established

chain of title to the debt via testimony concerning the GDR process, and introduction of the documents

generated by GDR showing a clear chain of title. Although the debtor vigorously defended the case on

the basis that the debt owner could not establish standing or ownership of the debt up until this hearing, it

did not pursue an appeal of the judge’s ruling that GDR’s testimony established title.

Such testimony is one way to prove chain of title to debt, but an easier path exists in the introduction of

the GDR document trail for an account (IRR, TOR and AHR) as business records, using affidavits to
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establish foundation. A Delaware case titled Delaware Acceptance Corp v. D’Aurizio, No. CPU4-09-

008370 (New Castle County Court of Common Pleas) demonstrated the usefulness of GDR reports as a

virtual chain of title for debt. In that case, counsel for a debt buyer received a favorable ruling on cross

motions for summary judgment to declare standing, based on GDR chain of title reports which were

admitted as evidence. The case is now scheduled for a hearing on damages.

Although the rules of evidence vary somewhat from state to state, many states (a total of 42, plus Puerto

Rico3) largely follow the language of the Federal Rules of Evidence, or FRE.

FRE 803(6) sets forth the “business records exception” to the hearsay rule, which allows certain records

to be admitted as evidence. 803(6) requires that a record, to be admitted as a business record, be a:

memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts, events, conditions,

opinions…made at or near the time by, or from information transmitted by, a person with

knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly conducted business activity, and if it was the

regular practice of that business activity to make the memorandum, report, record or data

compilation….

FRE 803(6). These elements may be established either by “the testimony of the custodian or other

qualified witness, or by certification that complies with [Federal Rule of Evidence] 902(11), ...902(12), or

a statute permitting certification” (in other words, by submission of a conforming affidavit).

The records kept and the reports generated by GDR meet these criteria. The IRR is generated at the time

of initial registration of an account(s), the TOR is generated at the time of transfer of the account(s), and

the AHR is generated from GDR’s electronic records made at the time of registration or the last relevant

transfer. These records are made by persons at GDR having knowledge of the registration or transfer, in

the course of GDR’s regularly conducted business activity. Last, it is the regular practice of GDR to

make these records in the course of its regularly conducted account registration, validation and transfer

activity.

As noted above, the foundation for these records can be established either by testimony or by affidavit.

Due to time and expense, most debt owners choose to utilize affidavits to prove foundation whenever

possible. As part of its normal business practice, GDR makes affidavits available to originators, issuers

and debt buyers which establish a portfolio level chain of title (i.e., demonstrates the registration and

transfer history of the group of accounts which includes the account on which the current validated owner

is suing). These affidavits are prepared for the purpose of meeting the certification requirements of FRE

902(11), which states:

The original or a duplicate of a domestic record … that would be admissible under Rule 803(6)

[does not require authentication by testimony] if accompanied by a written declaration of its

custodian or other qualified person … certifying that the record:

(A) was made at or near the time of the occurrence of the matters set forth by, or from

information transmitted by, a person with knowledge of those matters;

3 The states which have not adopted their own rules of evidence (i.e., not based on the FRE) are California, Connecticut, the District of Columbia,

Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri, New York, Virginia, and the Virgin Islands.
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(B) was kept in the course of the regularly conducted activity; and

(C) was made by the regularly conducted activity as a regular practice.

Using these affidavits from GDR, a current owner can point to the Chain of Ownership Summary in the

Account History Report for a specific account and demonstrate a chain of title beginning with the Initial

Registration and ending with the last Transfer of Ownership for that account to the debt owner.

The difficulty of debt buyers in proving chain of title without such proof was recently illustrated in the

Missouri Court of Appeals case styled Asset Acceptance v. Lodge (No. ED 93264, Mo. App. E.D.

September 28, 2010). In that case, a representative of the debt buyer (Asset Acceptance) testified to

establish the foundation for the original loan contract between the debtor and the issuer. The trial court

accepted this testimony and admitted the original loan contract (and the assignment of the account from

the issuer to the debt buyer), but on appeal the Missouri Court of Appeals reversed and entered judgment

for the debtor on the basis that the debt buyer’s employee (since he was not an employee of the issuer)

could not have knowledge of the original loan agreement sufficient to establish foundation. The debt

buyer’s counsel has filed a motion for reconsideration or transfer to the Missouri Supreme Court, but had

the debt buyer been able to present proof of authenticity from the issuer (such as would exist with an

IRR), the result might have been different.

Conclusion: Why Securitize Mortgages Without Ensuring Transfer?

Businesses and individuals would not dream of buying real property, automobiles, or anything else of

value without first having its ownership status verified by a third party. If one would not buy a car or

house without title confirmation, why would one spend billions creating trillions in mortgage backed

securities without the same protection?

Although participants in the mortgage securitization market have proceeded without this level of integrity

and verification in the past , such integrity and verification is increasingly being required by courts,

legislatures, regulators, and others. In addition to satisfying these legal requirements, validation of chain

of title has many proven benefits for all of the participants. Higher standards, increased transparency and

integrity in the recovery on foreclosed mortgages can only benefit the industry.


